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Abstract: Through different policies and measures reducing emissions from deforestation and
degradation and enhancing conservation (REDD+) has grown into a way to induce behavior change
of forest managers and landowners in tropical countries. We argue that debates around REDD+ in
Brazil have typically highlighted rewards and punishments, obscuring other core interventions and
strategies that are also critically important to reach the goal of reducing deforestation, supporting
livelihoods, and promoting conservation (i.e., technology transfer and capacity building). We adopt
Foucault’s concepts of governmentality and technologies of governance to provide a reading of the
REDD+ discourse in Brazil and to offer an historical genealogy of the rewards and punishments
approach. By analyzing practical elements from REDD+ implementation in the Brazilian Amazon,
our research provides insights on the different dimensions in which smallholders react to rewards
and punishments. In doing so, we add to the debate on governmentality, supplementing its focus
on rationalities of governance with attention to the social practices in which such rationalities are
embedded. Our research also suggests that the techniques of remuneration and coercion on which
a rewards and punishments approach relies are only supporting limited behavioral changes on the
ground, generating negative adaptations of deforestation practices, reducing positive feedbacks and,
perhaps as importantly, producing only short-term outcomes at the expense of positive long-term land
use changes. Furthermore, the approach ignores local heterogeneities and the differences between
the agents engaging in forest clearing in the Amazon. The practical elements of the REDD+ discourse
in Brazil suggest the rewards and punishments approach profoundly limits our understanding of
human behavior by reducing the complex and multi-dimensional to a linear and rational simplicity.
Such simplification leads to an underestimation of smallholders’ capacity to play a key role in
climate mitigation and adaptation. We conclude by highlighting the importance of looking at local
heterogeneities and capacities and the need to promote trust, altruism and responsibility towards
others and future generations.
Keywords: REDD+; Amazon; discourse; genealogy; rewards and punishments; behavior change

1. Introduction
During the past decade, the “carrots and sticks” approach has emerged as a combination
of rewards (i.e., financial incentives) and punishments (i.e., penalties) to influence behavioral
change toward reducing emissions from deforestation and degradation and enhancing conservation
(REDD+) [1–7]. By undertaking a discourse analysis and drawing on practical elements of REDD+
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implementation, this article explores how the rewards and punishments approach has been used
to legitimize techniques of governance in the Brazilian Amazon. This analysis builds on Foucault’s
important contributions related to the analysis of power and knowledge [8], and is therefore critical.
But rather than a complete recapitulation and elaboration of the arguments for or against rewards and
punishments as the way to implement REDD+, we focus on what the current debate on REDD+ in
Brazil tends to marginalize and set aside. Little if any of the work on REDD+ is attentive to insights
from Foucault’s work or to the kinds of analytical directions that studies related to governmentality
open and make available. Our contribution, thus, is primarily a theory-building effort and it is
critical in its explicit attempt to turn what is not presently conceived of as being problematic into
something that is necessary to consider [9]. Our main hypothesis is that the REDD+ discourse in Brazil
is making only certain things (rewards and punishments) visible, obscuring the importance of other
core interventions for REDD+, such as measures focused on knowledge sharing, collective resilience,
recognition of rights, technology transfer, and social and technical capacity building and development,
to name a few key issues.
Since 2007, REDD+ has grown into a policy instrument to reduce deforestation in many tropical
countries, with implementation occurring at local to national scales. Even as REDD+ interventions
have evolved along different pathways, with many initiatives largely fulfilling roles as pilot projects,
most are struggling to make a transition to sustained larger-scale success [10]. The Brazilian
Amazon, which houses the largest remaining expanse of tropical forests, is a major focus of REDD+
implementation because of the country’s successes in reducing deforestation. These successes can be
attributed mainly to centralized command and control efforts (i.e., monitoring and law enforcement)
but also to changes in relative prices of agricultural commodities [11–13]. However, recent evidence
also shows command and control efforts in the Amazon have had heterogeneous effects, highlighting
the need to adapt forest conservation measures to regional specificities [14]. Deforestation trends have
also changed; once driven by large-scale clear-cutting, forest clearing in the Amazon now occurs mostly
in small areas [15,16]. These trends have attracted the attention of the Brazilian national government
to the role smallholders play in deforestation. In this paper, we focus on smallholders in particular to
undertake a close reading of the rewards and punishments discourse and practice in Brazil. We also
offer an historical genealogy of the approach to improve our understanding of the direction in which it
is heading.
The study of policy interventions and governance tends to occur in a discursive field in
which the exercise of power is “rationalized”. Strategies through which such rationalization of
political underpinnings and motivations occurs include the delineation of concepts, the specification
of objects and borders, an emphasis on identifying models of individuals and their behaviors,
and the development of arguments and justifications that naturalize observed actions and responses.
Such efforts to analyze policy interventions, governance (and responses to governance interventions)
portray inherently political problems as technical, and equally political actions and interventions as
technical, common-sense solution strategies. They structure “a field of possibilities in which several
ways of behaving, several reactions and diverse comportments, may be realized” [9]. In this structuring
of the large field of possibilities, interventions and responses that do not correspond to dominant
models of policy making and corresponding behavior are rendered as irrational or non-systematic and
the goal of policy analysis shifts into a more normative register where the irrational and non-systematic
can either be ignored or needs to be rationalized. Foucault’s analyses thus provide a useful starting
point and valuable insights into the different dimensions of the arts of government as ways of defining,
knowing, and improving outcomes. His contributions focus on the rationality of government, meaning
a way of thinking about the nature and the practice of government (who can govern; what or who
is governed; how governance happens; why particular modes of governance are necessary or to be
defended; and the like). We build on his work by looking into the different relationships between the
governed and governing and how these relationships unfold.
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Our analysis draws from the experience of six different REDD+ initiatives in Brazil. It aims at
a different—compared to much of the prevailing models of REDD+ and payments for ecosystem
services more generally—way of understanding the implications of categorizing REDD+ interventions
into techniques of remuneration and coercion on which rewards and punishments rely. Important
questions include: (a) What does the rewards and punishments discourse highlight? (b) What does
this same discourse obscure from consideration? (c) What kind of subjects does it assume in practice,
and through its efforts at implementation, also produce? (d) Is the assumed subject sufficiently realized
for REDD+ to be effective? And, finally (e) Is the rewards and punishments discourse justifiable
for REDD+? The analysis rests upon an application of Foucault’s genealogical approach to some
of the key underpinnings of the rewards and punishments approach (Section 2). Section 3 consists
of a brief discussion of our methods and the next section hones in on the practical relevance of
a Foucault-inspired approach in relation to REDD+ interventions in the Brazilian Amazon (Section 4).
In Section 5 we discuss the implications of our findings for REDD+ implementation. Our analysis
suggests that the techniques of remuneration (i.e., rewards) and coercion (i.e., punishments) lead to
heterogeneous and at best only limited behavioral shifts on the ground, often prompting negative
adaptations of deforestation practices, limiting and reducing positive feedbacks and, just as importantly,
possibly producing only short-term changes at the expense of positive longer-term land use changes.
In its search for a global model relevant to deforestation reduction, the approach ignores local
heterogeneities and differences among agents involved in forest clearing. These findings constitute
evidence that confirms our starting hypothesis: the exclusive attention to conditions conducive to
the success of a rational system of rewards and punishments has led to the neglect of other forms of
REDD+ interventions that may be more effective. These findings also suggest that a preoccupation
with a rational rewards and punishments arrangement profoundly constrains the understanding
of the multiplicity of human choices and behaviors by reducing a complex and multi-dimensional
set of experiences into a linear and rational simplicity. Moreover, the approach underestimates the
capacities of the very smallholders that are expected to and can play a key role in climate mitigation
and adaptation. We conclude by highlighting the importance of attending to local heterogeneities,
strengthening diverse capacities, and promoting trust, altruism and responsibility towards others and
future generations.
2. Opening up the Rewards and Punishments Discourse
2.1. Foucault’s Genealogy
In an attempt to open up the rewards and punishments discourse, we offer an historical genealogy
of the approach to show how we arrived at this technique of governance to induce new behaviors,
and what its practices conceal. In its ordinary sense, genealogy is synonymous with the study of one’s
ancestors, or in Foucault’s words: “the history of the present” [8]. In a more specific sense, genealogy
is a Nietzschean expression used for reconstructing a term by establishing genealogical charts of
linked conceptual fragments and relationships. Examining the genealogical nature of the rewards and
punishments discourse is necessary to understand the systematic ways in which colonial countries
such as Brazil manage and control their forests and, in many ways, even create the knowledge and
subjects of their governance in political, economic, sociological and cultural systems. The ensemble
of governance practices includes a whole series of national efforts (often promoted by the discourses
of Western countries and actors that are being set up on a global scale) that constitute one of the
most powerful mechanisms to ensure control over the people living in forested territories. Policy
instruments—such as rewards and punishments—can be viewed here as part of the evolving “set of
techniques by which governmental authorities wield their power in attempting to ensure support and
effect social change” [17]. Practices of government in a Foucauldian sense comprise both technologies
of control and (cor)responding technologies of subject making on the part of those at whom the
technologies of control are directed.
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According to Foucault, the deployment of technologies of control—and subject making—rest on
power which should be viewed not as something that is stratified or as an object, but as capacities
diffused throughout the social body. One cannot have power; rather, power is manifested in its
exercise; thus, power is everywhere, but unevenly distributed [18]. As Foucault states, “each society
has its regime of truth, its “general politics” of truth: that is, the types of discourse which accepts and
makes function as true; the mechanisms and instances which enable one to distinguish true and false
statements, the means by which each is sanctioned; the techniques and procedures accorded value
in the acquisition of truth; the status of those who are charged with saying what counts as true” [19].
The relationship between content, expression, power-relations and material practices forms discourses,
which are “systems of thoughts composed of ideas, attitudes, courses of actions, beliefs and practices
that systematically construct the subjects and the worlds of which they speak. He traces the role of
discourses in wider social processes of legitimation and power, emphasizing the constitution of current
truths, how they are maintained and what power relations they carry with them” [20]. We build
on these Foucauldian insights into discursive analysis with a focus on the productive aspects of
discourses, meaning “the practices they (discourses) invoke” [21].This focus on practices is important
to understand what the rewards and punishments discourse is making visible, what it is obscuring,
what subjects it is producing and if these subjects are sufficiently realized for REDD+ to be effective.
Two concepts used by Foucault become important in interrogating the rewards and punishments
discourse: the techniques of disciplinary power and governmentality. Discipline is first and
foremost a multifaceted and local technique to target the behavior of individuals in specific settings:
“Discipline may be identified neither with an institution nor with an apparatus; it is a type of power,
a modality for its exercise, comprising a whole set of instruments, techniques, procedures, levels
of application, targets” [8]. Foucault makes explicit what discipline entails as a practice of shaping
and modifying conducts to impose ends or execute overall strategies. Foucault’s argument is that
discipline creates “docile bodies” [8], ideal for the new economics, politics and warfare of the modern
industrial age—bodies that function in factories, ordered military regiments, and school classrooms.
But, to construct docile bodies, the disciplinary institutions must be able to (a) constantly observe and
record the bodies they control and (b) ensure the internalization of the disciplinary individuality within
the bodies being controlled. That is, discipline must come about without excessive force through
careful observation, and molding of the bodies into the correct form through this observation [8].
Later, in an attempt to study the art of governing, the reasoned way of governing best and, at the
same time, reflecting on the best possible ways of governing, Foucault coined a new term to capture the
combination of “government” and “rationality”: “governmentality.” Foucault depicted “governmental
rationality” through his understanding of the term “government” as having both a wide and a narrow
sense. He proposed a definition of “government” in general as meaning “the conduct of conduct”:
that is to say, a form of activity aiming to shape, guide or affect the conduct of some persons or
agents [22]. Government as an activity could concern the relations between self and self, private
interpersonal relations involving some form of control or guidance, relations within social institutions
and communities and, certainly, relations concerned with the exercise of political sovereignty as well.
Governmentality then is also embodied in routine action and normative orientations, and is about
making rational certain forms of exercise of power in preference to others. Thus, governmentality is
about making things visible, in a certain, governable way; state government is not only a material
structure and a mode of thinking, but also a lived and embodied experience, a mode of existence [23,24].
Smallholders have been left in a pervasive condition of vulnerability. Historically embedded
processes have left lasting legacies in rural governmentality, creating what has been called “green
governmentality” [25] and “environmentality” [26], whereby “the environment” is constructed in
relation to the exercise of power and control. As argued by Fairhead et al. [27], these long-run historical
processes provide a vital set of conditions of possibility—meaning the set of factors and relations that
give discourses a sense—which those seeking to profit from the new commoditization of nature have
been able to inhabit. The authors argue that “such contemporary dynamics of appropriation of nature
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involve new (re)configurations of actors and relationships; the reinvention of regulatory processes and
the construction of novel justificatory discourses” [27].
In the Brazilian Amazon, policies historically determined by paternalistic relationships, military
regiments and the substantial presence of local elites [28] strongly limit the ability of smallholders
to successfully develop their own initiatives [29–31]. Forest governance in Brazil is still oriented
by a development model that looks to global commodity markets and well-qualified entrepreneurs
with the necessary capital for large-scale investments. This orientation continues despite a growing
consensus about its negative ecological consequences, social impacts, and economic risks [32,33].
We draw upon these contextual conditions and ideas to analyze the practical elements from REDD+
implementation and how smallholders respond to rewards and punishments. By doing so, we move
from the conventional focus in debates on governmentality on the rationalities of government to the
social practices in which these rationalities are embedded.
2.2. The Genealogy of Rewards and Punishments
In the rewards and punishments approach, policy instruments might be formulated either in the
positive sense of prescription or encouragement of actions through the creation of positive incentives
(such as cash transfers), or in the negative sense of prohibition of actions through the application of
penalties. These positive or negative strategies can be used to promote behaviors viewed as desirable
by decision makers or inhibit behaviors deemed undesirable [34]. This distinction has its roots in
conventional dual divisions between the rewards and punishments or benefits and costs. Incentives
include a variety of economic and facilitative measures (not just those based on money). Penalties,
on the other hand, are sanctions that involve unpleasant consequences imposed by a legally constituted
authority for violation of the law [35].
However, when following Foucault’s arguments, it is crucial to understand what is justifiable.
We thus view both rewards and punishments as active interventions into the social field (intended to
structure the fields of possible actions for determined subjects). In this sense, rewards and punishments
may even be viewed as a false distinction, because both require action. Although interventions,
in principle, are open to many forms of definitions and interpretations, they all rely on and constitute
a particular conception of state sovereignty. The relationship works both ways. Just as interventions
require sovereignty to be effective, so also sovereignty is affirmed through the implementation of
interventions. This means that when leaders and decision makers justify a given intervention they are
simultaneously (re)producing what is to be understood by state sovereignty. By doing so, they are
granting specific authorities and competencies, while stripping away others.
2.2.1. Command and Control
The term “command and control” is based on the coercive aspects of regulation. It refers to the
insurance of rules, orders, norms and provisions of an obligatory nature backed by negative sanctions or
threats of negative sanctions (e.g., fines, imprisonment) by the state. The defining property of command
and control is that the relationship is authoritative and based in a hierarchy system [36], meaning that
the controlled persons or groups are obligated to act in the way stated by the controllers. The origins
of command and control stem from the Machiavellian idea [37] of acquisition and maintenance of
political power. Machiavelli saw a way to maintain monocentric political power through command
and control. His ideas were further supported by Hobbes and his social contract. Both philosophers
believed in the inherent selfishness of the individual. It was necessarily this belief that led them to
adopt a strong central power—or the “Leviathan,” in Hobbes words—as the only means of preventing
the disintegration of the social order. Hardin’s version of the tragedy of the commons [38] is a clear
example of this Hobbesian logic playing out in the governance of natural resources.
Until recently, policy instruments for forest conservation around the world have been largely based
in the rationality of command and control policies, meaning the creation of protected areas, restricting,
monitoring and controlling land use and law enforcement, and enforcing compliance. The rise of
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command and control follows the military model of civil defense adopted by the United States after the
Second World as the primary form of disaster response. In recent decades, however, many authors have
pointed out fundamental limits to the regulatory system based on command and control structures.
These limits become even more evident when dealing with the increasing recognition of the complexity
of objects such as forest landscapes, constituted by non-linear processes, heterogeneous subjects, and
inherently difficult to comprehend feedbacks related to social and biophysical interactions [39–43].
Command and control systems implicitly assume their targets to be objects that are relatively simple,
clearly definable, and generally linear with respect to cause and effect. This approach has been
criticized for being monocentric, authoritative, bureaucratic, unnecessarily intrusive, with high,
uneven administrative costs, as well as outdated, limited innovation fraught with implementation
problems [5,44,45].
Aldisert and Helms emphasize that “the imagination and interests of individuals cannot thrive in
command and control structures.” Instead, they argue that it is necessary to have “an environment
in which all are committed to a common goal” [46]. Holling and Meffe claim that the adoption of
command and control as a forest conservation measure resulted in a pathology that undermines
resilience in the long run [47]. Finally, the effectiveness of command and control structures is normally
associated with its legitimacy. Command and control approaches are effective in changing behavior
as long as there is social consensus around the policy underlying the coercive instrument, and the
capacity of the state to ensure compliance. The majority of tropical countries are still developing this
ability to create consensus among different social actors, but more importantly, are also still improving
their governance capacity.
2.2.2. Economic Instruments
Economic tools, in contrast, leave the subjects of governance a certain space within which to
choose whether to take an action and indeed to determine the level and intensity of action taken.
Or, in Foucault’s words, they assume “a minimally ‘free’ subject” [9]. They neither prescribe nor
prohibit the actions to be taken, but make them less (in the case of incentives) or more (in the case of
disincentives) expensive. Here we concentrate on positive incentives, as they correspond to the ones
linked to REDD+ implementation [48]. In the positive case, a material resource is handed to the agent
(e.g., through cash transfers, grants, subsidies or loans), whereas in the negative case the individual or
organization is deprived of some material resource (e.g., through taxes, charges or fees).
The term ‘incentive’ first made its appearance among American engineers in the 1880s and
1890s. It was introduced as a motivational term (or inducement), that had a strong monetary
connotation. Of course, the actual use of this specific method of remuneration was not born out
of a late nineteenth-century debate. Karl Marx, for one, dated the practice of paying by the piece
back to the fourteenth century, serving the basic purpose of exploiting the power of labor [49].
The emergence of economic science in the eighteenth century, however, marked a turning point in the
history of governmentality. Just like “the state” was central to the project of the reason of state, so “the
market” became a central political and epistemological object in the formation of a distinct, liberal
art of governing. A rational and self-interested individual then emerged from different economists’
discourses (Francois Quesnay, Adam Smith, Robert Malthus and David Ricardo, for example) based
on John Locke’s Second Treatise of Government [50]. It was precisely the “alleged rationality and
self-interestedness of all individuals that made them governable because it made them respond to
changes in their environment in a systematic and predictable way” [22].
This rationalist mode of thought has yielded some interesting insights and results. However,
it also underestimates the context in which “real individuals” come to decisions and the multitude of
factors shaping decision making. It has already been argued that certain modes of valuing things can
be entirely inappropriate. Anderson [51] and Sandel [52], for instance, highlight that “any attempt
to commodify a good may corrupt it” and “can even make its very existence impossible.” Indeed,
research in areas like behavioral economics undermines the idea of a simplistic rational subject,
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governmentality approach directs attention towards shifts in individual subjectivities, influenced in
desired outcome of increased forest cover. In contrast, as depicted in Figure 1b, a governmentality
approach directs attention towards shifts in individual subjectivities, influenced in part by policies and
measures that can include rewards and punishments but not necessarily in the desired direction,
and with substantial uncertainties in outcomes as a result of variations in recognition of rights,
shared knowledge and understandings, technical support, available capacities, and other context
specific characteristics.

Although rewards can be used to support forest conservation, they come with restrictions that
hinder effectiveness. These include the difficulty of measuring and valuing forest assets, institutional
constraints, uncertain, ill-defined, and insecure property rights, ideological resistance, administrative
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complexity, and limited capacity for calculation and implementation [56–65]. The most common
approach for incentives as a type of reward are payments for ecosystems services (PES). Economic
arguments in favor of incentive-based policy instruments have a strong focus on cost-efficiency,
normally defined as use of natural resources to optimize the production of ecosystems goods and
services by equating marginal costs and benefits. The rush to confer multi-domain positive valence
on such interventions by focusing on win-win or even win-win-win rhetoric can obscure negative
side effects [66]. Existing research has demonstrated that financial rewards can crowd out intrinsic
motivations [67,68]. Gneezy et al., for example, emphasize that the effects of extrinsic incentives
depend on how they are designed, the form in which they are delivered (especially monetary or
non-monetary), who receives them, knowledge about their distribution, and their interactions with
intrinsic motivations [69] (see Figure 1b).
3. Methods
Our methods include the review of writings on REDD+ and forest governance to reconstruct
the discursive field around deforestation and forest conservation, and empirical evidence from six
REDD+ initiative sites in the Brazilian Amazon. The empirical methods used to compile this data are
described in Sills et al. [70] in the evaluation of initial impacts of REDD+ that occurred under the Global
Comparative Study (GCS) on REDD+, coordinated by the Center for International Forestry Research
(CIFOR). The six REDD+ initiatives on which this paper focuses are: (i) the Sustainable Settlements
Acre’s State System of Incentives for Environmental Services (SISA); (ii) the Bolsa Floresta Program in
Amazonas; (iii) the Cotriguaçu Sempre Verde in Mato Grosso; (iv) the Jari REDD+ project in Amapá;
(v) the Sustainable Landscapes Pilot Program in São Félix do Xingu and (vi) the Sustainable Settlements
initiative in the Transamazon (Figure 2). This research used a variety of data collection techniques,
including: quantitative surveys to understand land use, measure subsistence, and learn about the
tenure situation, socioeconomic context and the challenges, needs and perceptions (i.e., hopes and
worries in relation to REDD+; definitions of local wellbeing) of smallholders. We define property size
using the National Agrarian Institute (INCRA) classification, which classifies properties in the Amazon
smaller than 300 hectares (or 1–4 fiscal modules) as “small.” We also used the “Proponent Appraisal
Form” to compile data on the initiatives and on the interventions being implemented. A “Survey of
Project Implementation” helped gain insights into the background, history, institutional dynamics and
politics surrounding the development of the initiatives. This also served to understand the challenges
faced by proponents.
These six sites were selected to include a variety of areas (i.e., private and public), scale
(i.e., municipality, state), proponents (i.e., non-governmental organizations (NGOs), public, private)
and local actors (i.e., smallholders, large landholders, settlers). In each site, four communities
were selected according to GCS methods and around 120 households in each community were
randomly selected to be part of the survey. Smallholders’ characteristics vary across sites in terms of
socioeconomic standards, tenure, community organization, access to markets and wellbeing. More
information on methods, proponents, strategies and locations can be found in Sills et al. 2014 [70]
and Sunderlin et al. 2016 [71], along with extensive analysis of how REDD+ implementation affects
different groups of smallholders.
We also used qualitative data collected in three of the six initiatives: SISA (2010, 2014),
Bolsa Floresta Program (2009, 2011, 2015) and the Sustainable Landscapes (2010–2014). In these
sites, we applied additional methods: (i) observation; (ii) open-ended questions; and (iii) focus groups.
Data collection concentrated on understanding how smallholders’ behavior is being shaped by the
different REDD+ measures. Questions focused on smallholders’ perceptions about the initiatives,
including: positive and negative aspects of interventions being implemented, suggestions on how to
improve them, and what would be necessary to change their practices that cause deforestation. We also
conducted open-ended and semi-structured interviews with other relevant stakeholders in the sites
(i.e., government actors and NGOs representatives) to capture diverse views of the initiatives and the
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measures being implemented to reduce deforestation. Results, therefore, are based on perceptions of
REDD+ actors on ground: the recipients of interventions, but also those who were involved in REDD+
implementation (i.e., proponents and public actors). Analytical coding procedures were applied
to produce a coherent analysis focused on the research questions [72]. NVivo Qualitative Content
Analysis Software (QSR International Pty Ltd. Version 10, 2012) was chosen to compile, analyze,
organize and reconfigure the data collected. A content analysis was then carried out, involving the
use of analytical codes derived from existing theories and explanations relevant to the research focus.
For a better understanding of the data collected, local perceptions were initially codified in positive
andForests
negative
of REDD+ measures and in challenges and needs for REDD+ implementation
2017, 8,aspects
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4. Results: Rewards and Punishments in Practice
4.1. Main REDD+ Strategies in Brazil
Command and control measures have significantly curbed deforestation in Brazil in recent
years. Between 2004 and 2016, the annual deforestation rate in the Brazilian Amazon fell by 71% [73].
Brazil has also taken significant steps toward setting targets and developing interventions for
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4. Results: Rewards and Punishments in Practice
4.1. Main REDD+ Strategies in Brazil
Command and control measures have significantly curbed deforestation in Brazil in recent years.
Between 2004 and 2016, the annual deforestation rate in the Brazilian Amazon fell by 71% [73]. Brazil
has also taken significant steps toward setting targets and developing interventions for REDD+,
including the construction of a National REDD+ Strategy [74]. There are also numerous sub-national
initiatives in the Amazon, ranging from state government programs to private projects [70]. Persistent
concerns, however, have been raised about the potential impacts of REDD+ on local livelihoods and
socioeconomic welfare [75,76]. These impacts depend in part on the particular interventions and
safeguards used to achieve REDD+. At the same time, REDD+ is a dynamic arena of negotiation with
competing discourses, including those surrounding equitable benefit-sharing, financing, monitoring,
indigenous peoples, landscape approaches and others (see for example [77]).
The Brazilian REDD+ national strategy has as its main guiding policies the National Policy for
Climate Change and the Forest Code. It also identifies three sectorial plans as the primary channels
for implementing REDD+ in Brazil: the Action Plan to Prevent and Control Deforestation in the
Amazon (PPCDAm); the Action Plan to Prevent and Control Deforestation and Fire in the Brazilian
Cerrado (PPCerrado) and the Plan for Low Carbon Agriculture (ABC). It supplements these plans
with cross-cutting measures, including a financial architecture for REDD+ and a set of safeguards
designed to ensure that REDD+ actions do not inflict social or environmental harm. Safeguards are
based on social and environmental principles and criteria for REDD+ developed in 2010 by a group
of civil society organizations. The REDD+ national strategy safeguard summary, however, received
much criticism from the civil society and groups involved in the development of safeguards. One of
the main issues is that federal safeguards only cover initiatives financed by the Amazon Fund and are
related to PPCDAm implementation [78].
Additionally, the national strategy is still very unclear in terms of the types of measures it will
concentrate on to implement REDD+ and to guarantee that safeguards are in place. Detailed regulation
of these issues was left to the National REDD+ Entity and its Thematic Consultation Chambers,
which are still in the incipient stages of designing specific measures and principles. Although
participation has been historically recognized as important for strengthening forest governance in
Brazil [79], the participation, consultation and representation of local populations and landowners
have been highly uneven and in some cases absent [80–83].
Following the REDD+ national strategy, we define REDD+ interventions as those which are
linked to the implementation of the policies and plans that guide the strategy. These involve a mix of
strategies that in theory should go beyond rewards and punishments, including: tenure regularization
(i.e., provision of land titles and tenure clarification), territorial management (i.e., implementation of
the Rural Environmental Registry (CAR in Portuguese)), monitoring (i.e., surveillance), enforcement
(i.e., application of sanctions and penalties), financial incentives for sustainable production
(i.e., sustainable rural credits), PES (i.e., direct cash transfers), improvement of agricultural and
livestock practices (i.e., crop-livestock-forestry integration) and environmental education (i.e., capacity
building) [74]. While reviewing the initiatives, we found that in the readiness phase (between 2008 and
2015), most of them focused on (i) increasing command and control through surveillance and in situ
monitoring and (ii) territorial management through the implementation of the Rural Environmental
Registry (CAR), a tool to increase environmental compliance, and enforced nationally by the Forest
Code. Other main interventions being implemented include: (iii) PES; (iv) promotion of sustainable
production and better practices; and (v) increase access to financial incentives (Table 1). In this article,
we concentrate on (i), (ii), (iii) and (v) since there is more evidence on their performance on the ground
compared to (iv), and thus local actors have a clearer sense of their impacts on deforestation.
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Table 1. Interventions of REDD+ initiatives analyzed.
Initiatives (Proponent)

Interventions

Transamazon (Amazon Environmental
Research Institute—IPAM)

Household: PES *; management plans; alternative production
strategies *; capacity building; technical assistance; environmental
compliance; land tenure clarification through CAR *
Community: deforestation surveillance and in situ land use
monitoring *; strengthen organizations
No plan to sell credits

Sustainable Landscapes
(The Nature Conservancy—TNC)

Household: land tenure clarification through CAR *; livelihood
alternatives *; capacity building; access to credit
Community: deforestation surveillance and in situ land use
monitoring *, sharing lessons
No plan to sell credits

Cotriguaçu (Centro Vida Institute—ICV)

Household: sustainable forest management (SFM) *; alternative
production strategies; land tenure clarification through CAR *;
capacity building; structuring municipal environmental
management; technology transfer; access to credit
Community: deforestation surveillance and in situ land
use monitoring *
No plan to sell credits

SISA (State of Acre)

Household: PES *, alternative production strategies *,
SFM, land tenure regularization through CAR *
Community: deforestation surveillance and in situ land
use monitoring *
Selling of credits still incipient

Bolsa Floresta (Amazonas Sustainable
Foundation—FAS)

Household: PES *; income diversification *, capacity building
Community: deforestation surveillance and in situ land use
monitoring *, public services *
Selling of credits in some areas

Jari (Biofílica/Jari)

Household: technical assistance, sustainable production, SFM
Community: deforestation surveillance and in situ land
use monitoring *
Aims at selling credits
* interventions already being implemented.

4.1.1. Monitoring and Land Clarification: Magic or Broken Sticks?
Increasing surveillance and in situ monitoring through command and control measures has been
at the heart of REDD+ interventions on the ground. We recognize the role of command and control
interventions in reducing deforestation rates in the last decade [11,12,84]. However, there is also
evidence that such approaches have social implications related to distributive equity (i.e., increased
social inequalities among diverse local landholders) and social welfare (i.e., unequal distribution
of income losses) that need to be considered in any structure that penalizes deforestation [4,85].
PPCDAm, for example, has been criticized for limiting its implementation to command and control
measures [86–88]. Assunção et al. also show that centralized measures that treat the Brazilian Amazon
as a largely uniform target have heterogeneous and spillover effects (i.e., negative behavioral adaptions
that drive deforestation on the ground) [89]. Command and control does not normally affect large
landowners [90], who are still responsible for the bulk of forest clearance in the Brazilian Amazon [15].
Furthermore, in some cases it has also increased migration to less monitored areas [85,88], which may
cause leakage.
The Brazilian Environmental Protection Agency (IBAMA) is responsible for enforcing command
and control measures. Field operations are based on past deforestation patterns and on satellite
imagery. Coercion measures include the collection of administrative fines and in situ confiscation of
produce and equipment whenever illegality is obvious [91]. IBAMA has received several critiques
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for being ineffective, but especially for corruption scandals involving large landholders [32,91,92].
Several authors have already demonstrated that although IBAMA is responsible for issuing the largest
amount of fines in Brazil, the agency is known for its inefficiency in collecting them [90,91,93,94].
To make things worse, minor offenders (often smallholders), who do not want or cannot hire lawyers
to challenge or disrupt administrative proceedings, are more likely to pay fines [90].
During the field research, we observed that local practices have already been developed to
sabotage satellite monitoring and IBAMA fiscalization. An important example emerging from our
qualitative data is the “método quebradão” (or “broken method” in English)—adopted in the state of
Pará—where deforestation occurs without the use of fire and other techniques that can be identified via
satellites or even in situ [95]. In this method, around 20% of the forest area is kept standing and just part
of the forest is deforested either manually (in the case of smallholders) or with the use of poison sprayed
in the tree canopy allowing them to die in different stages (in the case of large landholders). In this way,
the forest “is broken,” and the forested patches are not fully deforested, making monitoring by satellite
images difficult [88,96]. Another important finding regards smallholders’ perceptions of IBAMA
fiscalization. For them, the national government should have been able to provide environmental
education (i.e., knowledge sharing on climate change and adaptation actions) and capacity building
(i.e., technical assistance on sustainable land use alternatives) before increasing command and control
based enforcement. Historically, they have been actively encouraged to clear the forest as proof
of “productive” activity under land-titling laws and for the acquisition of rural credits. It becomes
almost utopic to expect that they will change their land use practices—mainly focused on growing
food (i.e., cassava, fruits) for subsistence—without any assistance. In their words: “What does the
government expect me to eat? The ball?”, making reference to the 2014 World Cup, year when one of
the field visits took place. Many of them responded in other tropes of resistance saying: “We will show
the national government and REDD+ proponents who has the power by burning the forest in the next
season if technical assistance does not come.”
Knowledge about the spatial boundaries of landholdings has been improving since 2006,
when CAR started to be implemented by different states in the Amazon. Due to the Forest Code of 2012,
CAR is mandatory for all rural properties. Smallholders and other landholders, however, were not
consulted or represented during the negotiations over the instrument. When it was initially designed,
CAR aimed at linking forest tenure reform efforts with environmental compliance. In practice, however,
CAR has become a tool to better monitor and control forest cover changes. CAR has a declaratory and
permanent nature and contains specific information about the property (limits, environmental liability,
land use). It does not per se clarify the ownership status of rural properties, neither does it guarantee
that the landowners will follow the proper steps for environmental compliance. CAR information
is under the responsibility of the declarant and the instrument has already been criticized for not
having the registered data verified by government agencies [97] and for being unable to guarantee
compliance [88]. Other critiques include: (i) the lack of strategy and coordination of the instrument
with other policies and measures; (ii) an excessive focus on registration rather than the whole process
of compliance; (iii) lack of priority given to CAR by the federal government; it took two years to be
regulated and is far from being comprehensive enough; and (iv) the lack of attention to overarching
strategic aspects such as level of public transparency, degree of overlapping polygons and systems
automation routine [88,89,97–100].
Finally, while analyzing qualitative data on local perceptions about CAR we found that they
changed throughout the years from being a possible solution to the challenges of tenure clarification to
becoming an undesirable tool that supports command and control measures. In addition, delays in its
regulation at the national level and the recurrent prorogation of the deadline to registry properties has
also meant that many landholders are starting to view CAR as possibly another policy measure that is
not going to be effectively mandatory (or in their words, “is just on paper”).
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4.1.2. Payments for Ecosystems Services (PES) and Access to Financial Incentives: Digestive or
Rotten Carrots?
Although much debated at the federal level, a national PES has not yet been established. The Forest
Code authorizes the use of PES as a financial incentive, but it is not yet regulated at national level.
The Bolsa Verde Program is a federal initiative that gives financial incentives to communities in
conservation areas, but its main objective is to reduce poverty rather than to pay for environmental
services. Famous for its visionary multi-dimensional aspects, the Bolsa Floresta Program is the
main state-level PES initiative in Brazil. The program has achieved successful outcomes, such as
increasing the wellbeing of households in different conservation units in the state of Amazonas [101].
But it has also suffered criticism for not allowing democratic and interactive processes of local
participation [102,103]; not having different opportunity costs reflected in the payment structure [104];
possible lack of additionality [104–106]; and absence of non-compliance monitoring and conflict
resolution tools [107]. Since 2010, SISA in the state of Acre has also been paying smallholders an
annual bonus conditioned on the continued cessation of deforestation and burning according to the
property management plan. Early evidence, however, has shown that payments are coming late or
not at all, and farmers in the program areas are not receiving appropriate government support, which
may result in decreased levels of participation [108]. The Transamazon initiative started implementing
conditional payments in 2014, but there is no evidence yet of its outcomes. In the Bolsa Floresta
Program, when asked about the direct payments being implemented, many smallholders affirmed
they did not want money and instead complained: “We are prohibited from growing our own food,
there is no management, authorities are distant and don’t trust us. They can’t just prohibit and pay;
those who live in the communities need to work!”.
Although recognizing that PES may play a key role in forest conservation in Brazil,
Borner et al. [4,5] emphasize that PES implementation will face several limitations related to contract
enforcement and unsecure and unclear tenure. The authors argue that the suspension of payments as
a sanction of non-compliance becomes uncertain under imperfect enforcement. According to them,
PES recipients facing a low enforcement probability may thus prefer to continue forest conversion and
receive PES as an additional rent—and get away with it. It has been already acknowledged that, for
various reasons, legal sanctions are seldom applied and enforcement is largely ignored because of the
resistance such regulations encounter from individuals [98,109]. Indeed, as noted by different authors,
the softening of restrictions on the amount of land that landholders are legally allowed to deforest
under the Forest Code was a clear reflection of the lack of law enforcement in Brazil [4,89,93,110–113].
Other criticisms of PES initiatives in the Amazon include its limitations in terms of scope, outcomes
and cost-effectiveness when compared to opportunity costs of actual land uses [103,114–117]. These are
also reasons why some proponents of the initiatives analyzed here, such as the Sustainable Landscapes
Program, opted to not include PES as a strategy for benefit-sharing.
How access to REDD+ financial incentives (i.e., ABC Program; local funds) other than PES will
overcome problems of coordination with other opportunities that incentivize deforestation (i.e., rural
credits) is still very unclear. At the local level, the most expressive example of a decentralized financial
mechanism is the Surui Fund. Designed with high levels of local participation [118,119], the fund
has been seen as an innovative way of decentralizing REDD+ fundraising and benefit-sharing while
at the same time increasing autonomy [120]. The initiative, however, still presents some problems,
such as absence of timely financial flows to meet the needs of the Surui tribe, principally of those who
depend on productive activities, since the only currently accessible economic options in the reserve
are environmentally damaging (i.e., illegal logging and cattle ranching) [121]. Divergences between
members of the tribe and their different interests also generated some conflicts in relation to the fund
and the REDD+ initiative as a whole [122].
At the national level, the Amazon Fund is the best example of a national results-based
payment mechanism. The fund focuses on PPCDAm’s main goals, such as monitoring and control,
promotion of sustainable productive activities, land and territorial planning, as well as scientific
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and technological development. In line with federal conservation strategies, the fund has been
prioritizing CAR implementation in its initiatives. It is hosted by the National Development Bank
(BNDES) and proposals undergo routine procedures with bottlenecks in several stages of the process
(i.e., no deadlines for analysis and disbursements). In addition, institutional characteristics of BNDES,
one of the largest public investment banks funded by the Brazilian National Treasury, have generated
some questions of legitimacy in the management of funds, once the bank is responsible for funding
the main activities that cause the deforestation in the Amazon (i.e., large-scale hydroelectric dams;
livestock and agriculture activities) [123].
Finally, outcomes of the ABC plan and its program are still very incipient. To qualify for a loan,
farmers need to be registered under CAR. However, to date, the registry has faced several problems
that create a barrier to financial access. Other limitations include producers’ ignorance of the ABC
plan, the low capacity of technology transfer, and the chronic deficiencies of the agricultural extension
system in Brazil [124]. The ability of key actors to access credit is restricted by their lack of capacity
and the uncertainty about the risks of new technologies. Furthermore, until recently, Banco do Brasil
managers had no incentive to offer credits from the ABC plan because the provision of such credits
was not factored into their performance review in the same way as the provision of other financial
products, such as loans for livestock and agriculture.
4.2. Subjects and Justifications: What do Rewards and Punishments Make Possible?
This section asks two key questions: What processes of visibilization and articulation does the
rewards and punishments discourse make possible? Or, in other words, what is hidden by it, what does
it obscure from consideration and what kind of subject does it produce/assume? By answering these
questions, we aim to shed some light on what is justifiable when it comes to REDD+ interventions and
if the assumed subject is sufficiently realized for REDD+ to be effective.
The main technique of discipline and power used in the Amazon for REDD+ is spatial and,
at the moment, is concentrated on increased monitoring and CAR implementation. The fact that
CAR has been failing to promote environmental compliance and is serving just as another form of
surveillance suggests that it has been transformed, and its old purposes are now obscured or even
obliterated. Its function has become a way of exercising a more coordinated and therefore greater
power that is realized at the expense of innumerable, more distributed forms of smaller powers. CAR
also turns out to be a material technique to govern people on the ground. It seeks and enables control
by creating the conditions for a more continuous and more comprehensive flow of information that
registration under CAR makes possible. Interestingly, it requires an active acquiescence and support
of the governed subjects (landowners). And, in some cases, it may even act as an incentive to increase
deforestation, since registration under CAR facilitates the flow of bank loans, as also of subsidies for
livestock and agriculture [121]. Recent analysis shows that at least two thirds of deforestation in the
Amazon happened in areas that adhered to the CAR [125]. In other cases, CAR requires a relatively
small proportion of the farm area to be maintained under forest cover, encouraging landowners with
higher forest cover to undertake deforestation on their holdings for conversion towards agriculture.
It shows how power works on and through the governed, as they are complicit in their “domination.”
The fact that the collection of administrative fines imposed by IBAMA is ineffective and may
affect only smallholders is a clear example of how power relations and hierarchies translate into
heterogeneous practices of government. To understand a bit more of what was happening on the
ground, we asked all participants of the qualitative research about the role of IBAMA in reducing
deforestation. The majority (87%) confirmed that command and control measures undertaken by
IBAMA affect more smallholders than they do other actors. Many smallholders mentioned that IBAMA
agents act like “vandals” and have been inspiring a culture of fear among smallholders that in turn
feel constantly threatened. In their words: “The government sent violence before education. As some
parents do with children: Beatings, beatings . . . instead of educating.”
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The implicit power relations that these techniques of coercive power promote is reflected in the
fears of smallholders participating in the REDD+ initiatives analyzed here. Besides the fear of IBAMA,
smallholders also fear unfulfilled promises (i.e., REDD+ initiative would fail to start or fail to continue;
“REDD+ proponents talk too much and act too little”); displacement (i.e., fear of being reallocated
or needing to migrate to other areas because of REDD+ initiative; “will REDD+ cause smallholders
to lose land?”); and decrease in wellbeing and income (i.e., REDD+ initiative would fail to provide
alternative sources of income; “stopping slash and burn practices had already harmed our incomes
and diets”), to name a few (Table 2). Altogether, these fears have already been shown to restrict the
power of innovation and adaptation of small producers in similar contexts [126].
Table 2. Challenges, hopes and fears of REDD+ initiatives identified by local actors in the REDD+
initiatives analyzed.
Initiatives (Proponent)

Challenges

Local Perceptions

Transamazon (IPAM)

Delayed government policies that
regulate CAR and REDD+; tenure
regularization; modifications to
the Forest Code

Fears: fail to start or continue; unfulfilled promises;
changes that harm their income and diets; absence of
alternative production strategies; minimal financial
resources being allocated to communities
Needs: improving local production; technical assistance;
infrastructure; transparency; local participation;
compensation for deforestation reduction

São Félix do Xingu (TNC)

Coordinating different actors; land
tenure clarification; lack of policies
to regulate REDD+; corruption;
limited governance capacity

Fears: unfulfilled promises; decrease in wellbeing
and income; starvation; dispossession; increased
IBAMA monitoring
Needs: unity; collectivity; innovation; technical assistance;
infrastructure; education; organization; capacity building;
tenure regularization

NW Mato Grosso (ICV)

Conflicts of ideologies in the state;
local governance; coordinating
different actors; discontinuity of
policy initiatives

Fears: generation of perverse incentives
Needs: infrastructure; political will

SISA (Acre)

Lack of policies to regulate
REDD+; financing; support for
changing BAU; isolation
of communities

Fears: dispossession of smallholders and traditional
peoples; reduction in other benefits and wellbeing;
increased monitoring
Needs: infrastructure; technical assistance

Bolsa Floresta (FAS)

Vastness and diversity of areas;
transaction costs; compliance
monitoring; focus on PES

Fears: decrease in HH income; lack of
proper compensation
Needs: capacity building; increase the value of PES;
integrated development components (health, education
and sustainable livelihoods); conflict-resolution tools

Jari (Biofílica/Jari)

Heavy oscillation of carbon
market; adapting global standards
to local level; land tenure

Fears: increased IBAMA and Jari Florestal monitoring
restricts wellbeing; losing autonomy and not having
assistance; benefits for proponents only; losing land
Needs: tenure regularization; improving local production
systems, provision of machinery and inputs, basic
infrastructure, school and health center.

We observed during field research that consequences of this culture of fear include the migration of
smallholders to other areas that are less controlled or to urban areas, as well as the disinterest of youth
to remain in rural areas. The main actions that generate this culture reflect informal aspects of state
practices that are neither accidental nor unusual, but rather correspond to what Olivier de Sardan calls
“practical norms” of public agents [127]. This means that in practice there is a significant discrepancy
between the law (formal rules) and the behavior of political elites and public officials (informal rules).
Practical norms are part of the habits and practices of corrupt, bureaucratic and colonialist government
agencies and their employees [128] and are embedded and institutionalized as social techniques of
discipline, such as IBAMA’s in situ monitoring and consequent punishments. REDD+ was supposed
to provide an alternative to command and control measures and thereby overcome the limitations of
such efforts. Instead, our findings show, REDD+ initiatives are incorporating past disciplinary forms
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of regulation, and reinscribing old practices of forest conservation (see also [31,129]). In smallholders’
words: “increased monitoring just stop the smoke but do not solve the problem.”
Local responses to techniques of governance, such as the “broken method,” also demonstrate
the complexities of behavioral changes in subjects that such techniques target. The fact that Amazon
deforestation has increased in small increments, and most recently at a substantial rate [130], may be
connected to such responses and behavioral adaptations and need to be considered so as to better
understand the local dynamics influencing deforestation trends. In the case of the “broken method,”
resources, material goods and social hierarchies enabled innovation by forest managers, undermining
the instrumental functionality of command and control measures. This suggests that the subjectivity
and creativity of targeted smallholders and individuals are coming to surface, but with negative effects.
It also shows creativity and innovation in behavioral choices, and the capacities of people to make use
of the discretion that incentivization provides to subjects whose actions are to be regulated. Finding
the right mix of interventions that speak to such intelligence on the ground is important to better
understand the complexities of the relationships among human motivations, agent choices, and forest
conservation. Expectations of strict obedience, for example, are widely recognized as lessening higher
human capacities, such as independence and creativity and the ability to solve problems [131].
Most of the needs raised by local actors in the REDD+ initiatives we analyzed are related to
capacity building, technical assistance and materials for alternative forms of production (Table 2).
This leads to the question as to why policy discourses and practices around REDD+ have tended to
focus more on rewards and punishments. The analysis suggests the discourse is both based on and is
strengthening models of human and human-nature relations that prize cost-efficiency, are inattentive
to complexity across targeted communities and individuals, ignore the possibility of changes in how
people respond differently to material incentives, and underemphasize considerations of long-term
outcomes of effectiveness and social justice. In this way, it may distract us from other measures that
are equally or more effective when dealing with individual subjectivities. Table 2 demonstrates there
is a diverse array of measures that address the main needs identified by smallholders—ignoring
these expressions of needs raises the risks of undermining the long-term viability of REDD+. Indeed,
evidence has already shown that long-term measures have effectively contributed to less damaging
modifications of forest landscapes [102,132].
It is also important to recognize that PES and other rewards that frame conservation in economic
terms based on techniques of remuneration may create a hierarchy within itself. From a “phatos of
distance,” to use Nietzsche’s term, values are created by a discourse and put in to practice by a few
privileged actors that are looking down on subjects and instruments [133].
This means, as Nietzsche put it, that the “pathos of distance [which] grows out of the ingrained
difference between strata–when the ruling caste constantly looks afar and looks down upon subjects
and instruments and just as constantly practices obedience and command, keeping down and
keeping at a distance” [134]. And it is exactly this distance that reinforces the hierarchical relations
between rulers and subjects. In the REDD+ carrots and sticks approach, smallholders are seen as
“the poor”, “the guilty” or, to better represent the discourse, “the donkey.” As Pokorny et al. [31] argued,
“market-oriented [initiatives] widely ignore local management practices, local ways of organizing
work, and other local capacities and limitations”. These approaches “demand that Amazonian rural
dwellers adopt working routines and commitments which require attitudes that are essentially alien
to their culture”, the authors complement referring to externally defined models of development
and conservation.
It has already been acknowledged that smallholders have the ability to adapt to the scarcity of
natural resources in difficult conditions and without significant external support [117,119], as well
as to respond to emerging production options and operate with comparatively low environmental
costs [135–139]. In the rewards and punishments discourse, however, the subject is reduced to a mere
instrument and has no capacity to be more connected and engaged in creative climate mitigation and
adaptation solutions. At the same time, it allows certain actors (i.e., the payers, in the case of PES)
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to be granted an advantaged position by a way of repayment and compensation. It also assumes
a stable and uniform relationship between cause and effect, which leads to an oversimplification of the
complexities behind deforestation and may blur the importance of valuing individual capacities for
climate adaptation and mitigation. Indeed, many smallholders in the different initiatives analyzed
affirmed they do not want payments, they want to be trusted by, and work together with, governmental
authorities and REDD+ proponents. In their view, they should not just be punished or rewarded;
those who live in rural areas need to feel part of the process of reducing emissions by working on
new solutions. This can be linked to Hegel’s naturalistic approach to see human beings, in which
he develops his conceptions of desire and recognition where the individual is known to use ways of
intentional collaboration to be able to reach certain success for the collective, for, most of the time,
this collaboration also benefits himself. The human being, in his view and for this reason, is a collective
being [140].
It has already been pointed that the narrow definition of being (or “what it means to be human”)
as an individual guided only by self-interest and utility maximization is in conflict with the need
to promote altruism and responsibility towards others and future generations. It is therefore in
conflict with the notions of distributive justice [141,142]. The importance of individual and collective
capacities, cultural attributes, rules and local institutions, as well as the creative and entrepreneurial
capacity of the rural population have been recognized by sociologists [143,144], historians [145,146] and
economists [136,147–149]. Instead of following Machiavellian and Hobbesian philosophies, perhaps is
time to go back to Aristotelian ideas, in which every individual is also political and, as such, has to
take responsibility for a common cause, such as fighting for our species survival.
Following the Aristotelian philosophy, happiness and wellbeing emerge through the performance
of objective human activities. The latter can be seen in connection to the notion of human
functioning developed by Sen and Nussbaum, both of whom stress the connection of this concept to
Aristotle [150–152]. The aim is not the maximization of utility, but rather the training of dispositions that
seek to find a middle ground between two extremes. In Aristotelian philosophy, virtue (or excellence)
lies in achieving this middle ground. The emphasis is thus on harmony, rather than on maximization.
The Aristotelian philosophy of human wellbeing points towards a conception of wellbeing in which
a finite quantity of commodities does not prevent human development, since wellbeing springs from
the harmonious use of existing commodities, rather than from the maximization of commodities
possessed [153].
Foucault’s later work on the “care of the self” constitutes a return to the Greek philosophy as he
points out how one can govern oneself as an agent showing critique to be an important avenue for
self-governance. Critique is then a matter of examining the status quo and maintaining the freedom
to question it [154]. For Foucault, this freedom manifests and perpetuates itself through the Greek
ancient practice called care of the self [155]. This concept remains a central theme in his analysis
of the individual as subject to various power dynamics. Care of the self is lifelong work on one’s
body, mind, and soul, in order to better relate to other people and live an ethically driven life [155].
Foucault then, in his analysis of modes of power and care of the self, condones a full immersion into
the present. In an age of mass consumerism and globalization, technological innovation and ecological
consciousness, what constitutes individual identity has shifted, and discourses of power and truth
have taken on new meanings [156]. Rewards and punishments approaches reflect these new meanings
and place emphasis on human behavior being largely determined by incentives and penalties, sending
different individuals in unanticipated directions.
There is also a contradiction in wanting to be perfectly cost-efficient in a situation whose nature
is unpredictable, both because of the inherent dynamics and complexities of heterogeneous natural
communities and assemblages, and related social-ecological interactions but also because of new forces
and drivers such as climate change. The contradiction lies a little deeper than the mere conflict between
the desire for financial efficiency and the outcome of behavior change. If we want to be cost-efficient,
that is, achieving quick results with low costs, then we automatically want to be separated from the
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complexity of changing behavior, meaning that we forget what people are by concentrating on cheap
and quick fixes to complex challenges. Yet, it is the very sense of separateness which makes us question
the viability and justification of cost-efficient approaches for REDD+. To be cost-efficient means to
isolate and fortify the financial aspects of REDD+, but it is exactly this isolation that distracts us from
the urgent and important reasons of implementing REDD+, such as climate mitigation and adaptation.
The rewards and punishments approach is also in conflict with the notions of distributive justice
(i.e., focus on short-term outcomes) and it can be a very blunt and undiscriminating way of changing
behavior—it can easily punish good and reward bad behavior (a critical example is the approval of the
Brazilian Forest Code, which includes an amnesty for landowners who have previously deforested).
From the viewpoint of interviewed decision makers, REDD+ proponents and experts, changing
the focus of interventions would not be difficult, especially under a favorable political scenario.
Many answers indicated the necessity of incorporating measures focused on crop–livestock–forest
integration and agroforestry systems in the REDD+ debate. These and other measures are under ABC
plan goals but are still at the beginning stages of implementation. Other answers emphasized the need
for an approach that engages different actors through an open-ended process, a pre-conditional state
of engagement that can only exist when every actor holds a stake and has a voice and responsibilities.
In this way, it is easier to address core motivations for collective behavior change [157]. A good example
of interventions that encourage this collaborative state of engagement is demand-side measures, such as
zero-deforestation cattle agreements signed by major meatpacking companies in the state of Pará
(see [158]).
Finally, understanding persistence is increasingly important for testing policy measures and
applying interventions on the ground [159,160]. Interventions have been shown “to crowd out intrinsic
motivation if they are perceived as controlling—and to crowd in and thus increase intrinsic motivation
if they are perceived as supportive” [64] (pp. 56–59, 71–72). Fortunately, there is a growing body
of literature looking at what increases intrinsic motivation and how behavior change can be more
persistent [66,161–167]. It is certainly time to strengthen the connections between the REDD+ debate
and this literature.
5. Conclusions
REDD+ initiatives and national strategies can contribute to reducing deforestation and increasing
the wellbeing of local people [168,169], as many of its proponents have suggested. But they can also
foster social inequalities and run headlong into problems of governance and local resistances [170,171].
This article has undertaken a Foucault-inspired, close reading of the rewards and punishments
discourse in relation to which REDD+ is situated to assess the nature and implications for REDD+
implementation in Brazil. We began with the fact that the prevalence of a rewards and punishments
discourse as the context for REDD+ implementation necessarily normalizes and rationalizes some
possibilities and forms of action, and excludes other considerations or ways of seeing and doing.
The discursive dominance of rewards and punishments has real impacts in terms of the kinds
of initiatives attempted, the forms of responses and adaptations to these interventions, and the
outcomes that can be observed. The shortcomings and problems of interventions based on rewards
and punishments approaches are particularly evident in the context of the complex, non-linear
interactions of forests and people, the political dynamics of smallholders’ responses, the heterogeneities
and uncertainties related to targeted actors, and the evolving nature of deforestation trends in the
Brazilian Amazon.
The intertwining of knowledge and power in the rewards and punishments discourse is a complex
ensemble of social processes that can be better understood when broken into two main topics: (i) the
limits of command and control measures for reducing deforestation, and (ii) the place of incentives
as a decentralized and market-driven alternative to involve a broader range of private and public
actors in the quest for low-cost climate mitigation alternatives. Flexibility and cost-efficiency are
intertwined storylines articulated in climate negotiations, and the REDD+ frame as an opportunity to
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combine minimal-cost climate mitigation with sustainable forest management, biodiversity protection,
poverty reduction and local socioeconomic development merged as a viable solution to international
political negotiations. However, the local translations of international agreements around REDD+
need to come to better grips with the complexity of human selves and subjectivities at which Sen
has hinted in his early criticisms of utility-maximization [172], and for which widespread evidence is
now available in the work of many behavioral economists and evolutionary theorists who show that
people’s judgments and choices are a complex amalgam of intuitions [173], beliefs, norms, principles,
dispositions, attitudes, emotions, passions and sentiments [66,174–178].
One of the central questions we aimed to answer while exploring the way in which the rewards
and punishments approach has been used to legitimize techniques of governance in Brazil was:
“What kind of subject does the rewards and punishments discourse produce/assume in practice?”
This question is intimately linked to REDD+ because it leads directly to a consideration of the extent
to which the techniques of remuneration and control, upon which rewards and punishments rely,
are justifiable for REDD+. Following Foucault’s ideas, it became clear that the rationalizations
of state and other actors contain a particular conception of the subject that is to be governed.
Each governmentality came with circumscribed expectations about the thoughts and behaviors of the
incentivizable and controlled subject. The final conception of the human subject that emerges is that
of the individual who acts out of self-interest, whose subjectivity is immutable over time, and whose
behavior is predictably driven by techniques of coercion and remuneration. In such an approach,
the malleability of subjectivity, the adaptive nature of individual and collective intelligence, and the
complexity of mental and social calculations are either underplayed or ignored in favor of a simplified
and simplistic model of the utility maximizer.
Our analysis provides insights about how the rewards and punishments discourse may be
conditioning people into particular behavioral choices and adaptations, generating negative outcomes
for deforestation, reducing positive feedbacks, and producing short-term unanticipated effects.
Our results corroborate with previous research on rewards and punishments and their limits in
changing behavior (see for example [173–178]). Our main argument is that exclusive attention to the
conditions under which a rational system of rewards and punishments can be implemented to generate
predictable forest protection outcomes in the Brazilian Amazon has led to the neglect of other ways
of supporting smallholders that may in fact also help achieve the objectives of REDD+ interventions
in the longer term. In this sense, one may even say that the recourse to REDD+ after a reliance on
coercive techniques of forest protection is part of a process of trying to make reality match externally
developed models, but its consequence is to distract attention away from trying to work with reality.
Such a move profoundly constrains our understanding of human behavior and, more importantly,
underestimates the capacity of smallholders to play a key role in climate mitigation and adaptation.
The aptitude of smallholders in adopting a variety of practices is extraordinary. By ascribing a selfish
nature to these actors, we move in the opposite direction of their ability to cooperate with each other,
to create different solutions for their everyday problems, and to manage the gaps in conservation
linked to remoteness and complexities of forest systems.
Our analysis and findings are less an argument in favor of doing away with rewards and
punishments, and more an acknowledgement of the necessity of supplementing and moving beyond
the pure calculus of efficiency and control encoded in arguments favoring rewards and punishments.
Prioritizing REDD+ cost-efficiency and imposing a model based on such prioritization has the effect
of ignoring the choices, selves and lives of smallholders, under-emphasizing the complexity and
unpredictability of smallholder-forest-policy interactions, and leading to adverse long-term outcomes
that support neither smallholder wellbeing nor climate mitigation.
It is also difficult to imagine how much of the remaining “residual” deforestation can be curbed
through increased command and control and incentive-based approaches. Rather than being based
on and deploying techniques of remuneration and coercion, REDD+ interventions should strive for
a clearer understanding of the fundamental processes and practices that shape and drive deforestation
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vs conservation, such as the growing extra-local demand for forest and agricultural commodities,
subsidies from outside the forest sector that encourage the production of such commodities, and the
multifaceted and evolving nature of the subject targeted by incentives. Little attention focuses on
the consumer, for example, in REDD+ debates. Measures associated with REDD+ interventions
should reflect variations and changes in selves, social practices, and contexts. Instead of looking at
smallholders as “donkeys” to be incentivized or controlled by carrots or sticks, we should embrace
the idea that the current targets of forest policies are the ones most capable of creating sustainable
solutions to problems of commodity provision and human survival under changing and challenging
social and ecological conditions.
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